paid only seven dividends in 32 years.
Examples of successful corporate farms can be found before 1950 among fruit and vegetable farms of California, sugar and pineapple farms of Hawaii, and ranching and land-holding corporations in Arizona, Texas, the Mountain States, the Gulf Coast and Florida. A distinction must be made between corporate ownership of rural land, and corporate farming.
There has always been a significant area of land owned by large business firma or corporations in the United States and especially since the rail- A major source of confusion in ititerpretingthese data lies in the deceptive precision of the term "corporation farm". In a legal sense, it is sharply defined. But in a functional senne, there are at least three classes of corporate farms that differ dramatically: Family-farm corporations, family-owned corporation farms of larger than family-farm size, and non-family corporation farms.
The U.S. Dept. of Agriculture survey in 1968 estimated that 66 per cent of all corporate farms involved "family corporations". In the Mountain States and Northern Plains$ the figure was 75 per cent. Many of these are not family farms in that they employ more than 1.5 man-years of non-family labor. It is important to note that both the smallest and some of the largest corporate farms fall in the "family corporation" class.
The non-family class of corporate farms includes those held by large corporations, frequently conglomerate, whose stock is typically listed on stock exchanges and publicly traded. These corporations have generated most of the concern about a threatened corporate "take-over" of American It has been difficult to sustain the "labor safety valve" version of the Turner thesis by reference to Eastern industrial labor or wages in manufacturing. It is easier to support the Turner thesis by reference to agricultural labor. As long as free land was available on the frontier it was difficult to hold hired labor in agriculture. The desire to create large farms has been continuously present in America, but capacity to hold a labor force was available only under slavery in the South. In the Middle West, the larger-than-family farm had to compete with the frontier in the 19th century and with the rapid expansion of industry in the 20th century for its labor supply.
Until the advent of efficient tractors in the 1920's, and in large numbers in the 1930's, there was little opportunity to substitute capital for labor in agriculture on a scale that could offset the added costs of wage-labor supervision. The early tractors were primarily substitutes for 11/ horses and mules, but not at first for men.-
The grain combine was much more a substitute for men. In wheat areas, the potential for large scale or corporate farms increased greatly after combines came into general use.
This helps explain the flurry of experiments with corporate and large-scale farms in the Great Plains in the late 1920's.
The Depression of the 1930~s put an end to most of these undertakings. A major change in the economic climate occurred after World War II.
The war generated relatively favorable price-cost relationships but farmers, relatively low, farm prices cushioned against collapse, and a rich storehouse of new technology was available. There was an opportunity for strategically placed investors to capture a unique capital gain.
As Donald A. Nichols has emphasized, "A change in the rate of (economic) growth leads to a once and for all capital gain for land holders. This is because the returns to land are capitalized at a rate equal to the marginal product of capital minus the growth rate, (or alternatively, because the future than returns to land can be expected to be larger with a high growth rate 14/ with a low one)".-One explanation for the increased interest in corporation farming after the mid-1950's was a realization that a basic change in the rate of growth of agricultural output was in process. Those fortunate enough to be landowners at the time of this change would be able to capture a part, at least, of a resultant one-time capital gain. A fundamental shift in the production function was under way.
Two seemingly minor institutional changes in the 1950's also had a significant impact on the development of corporation farming. One was a change in the Internal Revenue Code in 1958, permitting corporations having only one class of stock, no more than 10 shareholders, who must be individuals or estates, and meeting other conditions to be treated for income tax purposes as if they were partnerships. In these "Sub-chapter S" corporations, If one unit in the integrated chain can enjoy favored tax treatment, it is rewarding to push the combined profits from the integrated enterprise into the favored segment. Consider an integrated firm involving a ranch, a cow herd, a feedlot complex, and a slaughtering plant. It will pay to " operate the slaughtering plant as a producers cooperative, with only enough profit to provide incentive bonuses for management, and do the same with the feedlots. All profits can be pushed down the integration chain and converted into capital by heavy investment in breeding stock, land improving practices, water supply, irrigation, and other improvements.
When the cattle or the ranch are 'sold,any gain will be taxed at capital gains tax rates. Heading this list are integrated poultry and egg enterprises; mechanized orchards, citrus and nut groves; large-scale beef cattle feed lots; pineapple and sugar cane; and vegetable crops for canning or processing. It is likely that corporation farming activity will remain strong and even expand in these types of farming. The most vulnerable sectors are beef breeding and certain types of fruit and nut crops. Tax policy has attracted non-farm capital into these sectors to an extent that defeats any attempt to argue the case for corporate or large-scale farming on the basis of conventional tests of efficiency or economies of size. The greatest stimulus arises from capital-gains tax provisions and from the opportunity for non-farm investors to use farm losses to offset non-farm income. These are under increasing 30/ attack in the Congress, and could easily be altered by a policy change.-A significant part of corporate farm activity in tree-crop and ranching areas has been initiated by non-farm investors seeking tax shelters.
For corporate farming sectors less flagrantly stimulated by farm price supports or tax policy, there has been a tendency to forecast growth by drawing analogies from industrial history. Although the corporate era arrived late in farming, the usual assumption is that the course of its de- It is difficult for a worker in a textile mill, a steel mill, an oil refinery, or an airline to imagine himself the owner of the capital with which he works. This identification is much more plausible in agriculture. A corporate farm structure in the last quarter of the Twentieth Century must struggle with the alienation question. It seems likely that the solution will not involve corporate forms we know in industry. This conclusion is reinforced by the high fraction of total farm capital that in land and livestock. As long as price support programs, depreciation rules favor non-farm investors, we can expect must be invested tax policy and a derived demand for corporations in farming to facilitate exploitation of these advantages.
But if land must be held for production only and not for speculation, the capital costs may be too high for non-family types of farming corporations.
They cannot afford to immobilize capital in a factor of production that will be carried by family farmers at rates of return on capital that large corporations find intolerable. "Really, what we are doing is nothing more than applying good business techniques and practices to agriculture---which heretofore have been absent" J.R. 
